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BE THOU MY VISION

A few months from now, in June to be precise, the annual national
meeting of our Congregational churches will take place here in the
Milwaukee area. This church will be very much involved in that meeting,
being the largest of the three host churches. Many of our members
are already much involved. When I think of such convocations I recall
that political convention at which there was posted a large sign near
the platform meant to be an admonition to the press photographers.
It read, "Do not photograph the speakers while they are addressing
the convention. Shoot them as they approach the platform!"

I would imagine that by now the members of this year's covenant
class may well have similar feelings. They have been listening to
the gentle and the not so gentle admonitions of the ministers rather
steadily for about 25 weeks, have passed their examinations, and
may be ready to shoot anyone who admonishes them further regarding
their religious duties and responsibilities. They have been, however,
a very attentive and considerate group and perhaps their patience will
endure for just a few more minutes.

The national moderator of our Congregational convention is
responsible for choosing a theme for the meeting. He has done that and
the editor of our national magazine has asked me to write an article
dealing with the theme. The theme is "Vision With Vitality". I have
written the article which will soon be published and so my mind has
recently been occupied with this matter of vision.

When a clergyman thinks of any subject remotely dealing with
religion he naturally thinks of a text from the Bible which he may use
for extra support. In this case my mind immediately went to that
familiar text in the book of Proverbs, "Where there is no vision the
people perish." Because it is so familiar I refrained from using it
in my article, but I want to emphasize this morning how very apt and
true it is. "Where there is no vision the people perish." It was
spoken of a group but it is just as relevant and true for the individual.
If you or I do not have a vision which we keep constantly before us—
the vision of the kind of person we desire to be—it is very unlikely
that we shall prosper in our efforts to make life what ideally it
ought to be.

Most of us have visions or ideal goals of one kind or another,
especially when we are young. We have a vision of what kind of life-
work we would like to make ours, and we may well develop some kind of
vision concerning the person we would like one day to have as our
life-mate. The reason vision is so important is that unless we have
some idea of the goal toward which we strive, we will not know how to
prepare ourselves to accomplish that goal. We seldom fall into good
things. Good things are the result of vision, of planning, and of hard








